
 

     VERTIGO is a Fourth Quarter 2016 LVCA dvd donation to the Ligonier Valley 

Library. Following is Kino Ken’s review of Universal’s Special Edition dvd release 

of that film. 

 

United States   1958   color   128 minutes   live action feature murder mystery 

Alfred J. Hitchcock Productions   Producers: Alfred J. Hitchcock and  

Herbert Coleman 

 

10 of a possible 20 points                                                      **1/2 of a possible ***** 

 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

Points 

1          Direction: Alfred Hitchcock      

       Second Unit Direction: Herbert Coleman, John Fulton                                                                              

1          Editing: George Tomasini 

1          Cinematography: Robert Burks      DP Back Projection: W. Wallace Kelley  

             DP Animation: William Williams      Second Unit DP: Irmin Roberts  

             Still Photography: Robert Coburn, G. E. Richardson 

1           Lighting: Vic Jones 

             Special Visual Effects: Farciot Edouart, John Fulton, W. Wallace Kelley, 

                                                      Paul Lerpae (Optical Effects), John Whitney (titles) 

0           Screenplay: Alex Coppel, Samuel Taylor, Maxwell Anderson from the 

                              novel by Pierre Boileau and Thomas Narcejac 



             Script Supervision: Peggy Robertson, Constance Willis, 

                                                  Kathleen Fagan (2nd Unit) 

             Music Editing: Leon Birnbaum 

2           Music: Bernard Herrmann*     Orchestrator: Bernard Herrmann* 

1           Art Direction: Henry Bumstead and Hal Pereira 

             Set Decoration: Sam Comer and Frank McKelvy 

             Titles Design: Saul Bass* 

             Special Sequence: John Ferren (nightmare sequence with floating faces) 

             Costume Design: Edith Head* 

             Makeup: Wally Westmore, Ben Lane, Harry Ray 

             Carlotta Portrait: Manlio Sarra 

             Poster Design: Saul Bass* 

             Props: Martin Pendleton and Lee Vasque 

2           Sound: Bill Wistrom* (Sound Editor) 

             Sound Recordists: Winston Leverett*, Harold Lewis*, Jim Miller* 

             Casting Director: Olive Long 

1           Acting 

0           Creativity 

10 total points 

 

Cast: James Stewart (John “Scottie” Ferguson), Kim Novak (Madeleine Elster / 

Judy Barton), Barbara Bel Geddes (Midge Wood), Tom Helmore (Gavin Elster), 

Henry Jones* (Coroner), Raymond Bailey (Scottie’s Doctor), Ellen Corby 

(Manager of McKittrick Hotel), Konstantin Shayne (Pop Leibel, owner of the 

Argosy Bookstore), Lee Patrick (Car Owner mistaken for Madeleine), 

David Ahdar (Priest), Margaret Bacon, Catherine Howard, Sarah Taft (Nuns), 

Jean Corbett (Mrs. Elster), Margaret Brayton (Ransohoff’s  Saleslady),  

Steve Conte (Burglar), Roxann Delman (Ransohoff’s Model), Molly Dodd 

(Beautician), Bruno Della Santina (Waiter at Ernie’s), Bess Flowers  

(Diner at Ernie’s), Joanna Genthon (Carlotta Valdes), Roland Gotti  

(Bartender at Ernie’s), Victor Gotti (Maitre d’ at Ernie’s), Fred Graham 

(Policeman on Rooftop), Robert Haines (Stenographer), June Jocelyn (Nurse),   

Alfred Hitchcock (Man walking past Elster’s office), Ed Stevlingson  



(Inquest Attorney), Jimmie Horan and Art Howard (Jurors), Forbes Murray 

(Diner at Ernie’s), Julian Petruzzi (San Francisco Flower Vendor), 

Ezelle Poule (Older Woman Mistaken for Madeleine), William Remick 

(Jury Foreman), Nina Shipman (Woman in Museum Mistaken for Madeleine), 

Dori Simmons (Woman at Ernie’s Mistaken for Madeleine), others 

 

     Though highly regarded by modern critics and film directors, VERTIGO was 

neither a particularly notable critical success nor a boffo box office attraction at 

the time of its 1958 release. Continuing to investigate potentials of color film, 

director Alfred Hitchcock apparently decided San Francisco wasn’t sufficiently 

foggy by nature and generated his own synthetic mistiness through fog filters 

for some scenes. These were intended to make leading lady Kim Novak appear 

more mysterious in lieu of her actually performing in an inscrutable manner, 

something audiences might reject as incomprehensible. Typically, artificial 

devices take priority over nature in a Hitchcock film. This one is possibly Exhibit 

A. Extremely arresting visual sequences designed by Saul Bass introduce both 

story and main male character. Combined with Bernard Herrmann’s 

extravagantly expressionistic music score, pounding suspense begins at film 

opening and periodically resurfaces throughout the movie. 

     What there is of plot concerns a police detective purportedly afflicted by 

acrophobia, a fear of falling. Scotty Ferguson’s ailment is more properly vertigo, 

a sensation of imbalance very hard to shake. It produces involuntary shifting of 

objects within the field of vision. The net result is similar to what might be 

experienced during an earthquake. Initial attempts at adaptation to dislocated, 

mobile visual stimuli generate only fear. The external world acts completely 

independent of human endeavors to order it into stability. Or appears to. 

     Logic flees. Panic sets in. The best antidote seems to be dropping into a prone 

position. Scotty, hanging from a partially loosened gutter, dares not attempt 

that. He’s in the worst possible posture for a vertigo victim, stuck in absolute 

verticality. Then his only source of relief suddenly precipitates over building 

edge and out into space.  

     How he himself ever manages to get safely recovered is never explained. 

Such a policy of ellipsis is maintained during the course of his adventures.  



     A second onset of vertigo occurs in a church tower, also momentarily 

paralyzing him. Scotty can neither ascend nor descend.  

     In that predicament, only intervention by another party can remobilize him. 

Yet the process by which he regains solid earth is left unstated and visually 

unrecorded.  

     These dangling scenes make for highly unsatisfying pseudo-resolutions of 

dramatic climaxes, further weakening a motion picture drama plagued by 

insufficient character motivations, bad casting decisions, and overly explicit 

musical accompaniment. 

     Death of a police ally resulting from Scotty’s inability to overcome vertigo is 

obviously an accident. When a recurrence of that problem finds the former 

municipal police detective unable to prevent a second death the question arises 

of whether this equates to complicity in murder. Knowing of his paralysis in 

situations involving lofty elevations, why would the putative protagonist not 

make more strenuous efforts to block someone he has reason to believe is 

suicidal from swiftly climbing tower steps? In permitting the woman he has 

become besotted with to do so, is Scotty not in effect becoming a murderer 

through omission of reasonable preventative measures?  

     Later on, compelling the same woman to replay a counterfeit demise places 

her obsessed lover in the same scenario, with predictably fatal consequences. 

He has murdered, through negligent inaction, two women, thus becoming a 

serial killer. Just wait until the sermonizing coroner previously encountered sees 

him back for another judicial session!  

     What impels Mr. Ferguson to associate with his second incidental fatality? A 

meeting with an old college crony, whose unseen wife is reportedly bent on 

self-destruction. Retired sleuth first offers a substitute to tail her. But discreet 

bullying by Gavin Lister, who garnishes his proposal with an enticing salary 

offer, leads to a change of mind. Scotty undertakes the job despite awareness it 

could end with him once more pinned between heaven and earth, unable to 

travel either up or down. He has no way of knowing where the woman he 

pursues may choose to go. Coit Tower? The Golden Gate Bridge? Perhaps the 

clock tower of the Ferry Building.  

     Poor judgment on his part, for sure. 



     Yet he does succeed in the hero’s role when the presumptive “Mrs. Elster” 

tries a soaking in San Francisco Bay. Plunging into the chilly water, Scotty 

reaches the woman before she suffocates and pulls her out. Piling one bad 

decision upon another, he fails to report the lady’s crisis to either police or 

medical personnel, instead transporting her to his apartment.  

     What happens to the car she has been driving in the meantime? Hitchcock 

doesn’t choose to clarify that visually or vocally. 

     Changing her clothes while the guest is unconscious, Scotty crosses the 

boundary between Good Samaritan and voyeur. “Mrs. Elster,” so far as he 

knows, is married. Not a proper subject for sexual conquest. That doesn’t faze 

him. Scotty’s only too willing to betray both employer and the woman he’s 

supposed to be guarding. Here an authentic noir setting leaches into perverse 

romance.  

     Who else but Hitchcock would fuse calculating villainess, avaricious “chum,” 

impotently virginal girlfriend, dizziness, and heights with a manufactured legend 

connecting Spanish mission churches to an art gallery, cemetery, and downscale 

metropolitan hotel? As if those were insufficiently incongruous, the filmmaker 

drags in giant redwood trees to contrast their longevity with the foreshortened 

life of their female inspector. What a farrago he creates. 

     Undeterred by Scotty’s chivalrous interdiction, “Mrs. Elster” guides her new 

companion via dream suggestiveness into a rendezvous with destiny at San Juan 

Batista. By now on a first name basis, Scotty and Madeleine pursue increasingly 

impassioned courtship on the church’s property, the female making sure her 

carmate is sufficiently infatuated to follow when she disappears from the back 

of the mission’s sanctuary. For Madeleine, there is insufficient haven in that 

spot. Up and away she dashes, Scotty following thoughtlessly behind. 

     When his lure pulls herself through a trap door to the platform framing  

church bells, her lover is temporarily frozen on steps below. His vertigo has 

inconveniently returned, sparked by emotional stress.  

     Above him there’s a scuffle of some kind. A woman’s scream precedes the 

vision of a falling body Scotty observes through an opening in a wall beside him. 

He can’t see the figure distinctly. It’s too distant to intercept. Oh, boy.  



     Another fatal freeze and another dead person on his watch. An alarming 

pattern is developing, one sending stupefied onlooker to a sanitorium after an 

inquest jury exonerates him of any role in Mrs. Gavin Elster’s suicide. 

     Castoff former flame Midge observes helplessly as a regimen of Mozart music 

fails to rally errant boyfriend. In her opinion, only addition of firewood to still 

smoldering ashes will spark Scotty back to a semblance of life. She is not about 

to function as tinder. 

     Eventually, the Jonah of flatfeet is released, back on the streets, scouting for 

a living replica of Madeleine in locations she had once visited. Various 

candidates are rejected as too old, too disinterested, too obvious. The search 

continues unabated. Until one day he finds a shopgirl whose age and form 

match his memories of Madeleine. In spite of inappropriate hair color and 

absence of refined speech, Scotty is intrigued by her.  

     She is equally unwilling to let go of a hooked fish. Maybe for once she can 

control a man and forestall his manipulation of her.  

     For this apparent reincarnation of Madeleine is no illusion, but the real 

woman Scotty chased after earlier. Reverting to natural hair color and 

customary day job, Judy Barton still haunts the city she should have departed. 

Unlike Dorothy, she absolutely detests the prospect of returning to Kansas. Life 

is better, more vibrant and enriching on the West Coast. Especially when sugar 

daddies come courting.  

     Spurned by Gavin, who has no present use for her, Judy is adrift 

independently. Unattached and nondescriptly garbed, she’s not particularly 

magnetic to men. Money has not bought her happiness, a fancy car, or a better 

life. Devotion to Mr. Elster has gained her nothing but some jewelry and a 

limited cash reserve for future apartment rental. No down payment on a dream. 

Certainly not a marriage proposal.    

     With slow learner Scotty once again dogging her footsteps, Judy may just be 

about to reconnect with good luck.  

     Her plans go awry as inherent submissiveness to male dominance soon 

resurfaces. Soon she’s again shedding preferred sweater outfits and brunette 

topping for conservative gray dress and icy blondness. Gavin has returned, in a 

different guise. 



     Scotty retrofits Judy as Madeleine, even criticizing her normal speech as  

vulgar and cocky. She must conform to his recollections of Madeleine Elster, a 

rival Judy mistakenly believed forever banished from her life.  

     So at this juncture Judy must combat a dead woman for possession of a living 

man’s ardor. 

     Very amusing to the film director. Less so for viewers, who may spot a 

parallel to Robert Nathan’s superior ghostly romance, PORTRAIT OF JENNIE.  

     Is Madeleine reclaimable and love eternal? Stick around for VERTIGO’s final 

O. Henry twist vindicating Hitchcock’s mastery of misdirection. Watch for his 

vengeance on a guilt-ridden Catholic boyhood. 

     Here’s a capsule summary of film strengths and weaknesses.  

     First, the strengths: Bernard Herrmann’s scoring of suspense sequences; actor 

Henry Jones’s callous coroner; actress Kim Novak’s undisguised reluctance to 

remold her character to conform with a male dictator’s whims; San Francisco’s 

hilly contours and obtrusive waterfronts; Edith Head’s elegant costumes for 

Madeleine Elster; exquisitely calibrated sound recording by Winston Leverett, 

Harold Lewis, and Jim Miller; Hitchcock’s choice of a finale; keenly effective 

sound editing by Bill Wistrom. 

     Second, the weaknesses: conventionally melodramatic love scenes in forest 

and beachfront sappily underlined by Bernard Herrmann’s clichéd music; a 

disunified screenplay shot full of plot holes; maneuvering of one-dimensional 

characters to fill plot requirements; casting of Jimmy Stewart in a role designed 

for a much younger man; colorless vapidity of Barbara Bel Geddes as alternative 

romantic match for Scotty; imposition of filtered creations on natural beauty 

and ambience of San Francisco; misinterpretation of actual causes and states of 

vertigo; over-reliance on Los Angeles studio shots for interiors; miscasting of 

abstracted, emotionally indifferent Tom Helmore as Gavin Ulster; glaring 

gaudiness of Madeleine’s brooch and James Stewart’s flashing face; vertigo 

shots which unfortunately highlight painted backdrops; editing which is not 

quite timed correctly, resulting in occasional sputtering action; unintentionally 

dumb dialogue passages thought quite racy at the time of film release; 

travelogue style cinematography suggestive more of resort brochures than 

cinema art.  



     Is VERTIGO an American film classic? Or just a garish, clumsy nightmare? 

     Due to adultery and suicide themes, VERTIGO makes inappropriate viewing 

for youngsters under college age. 

     The Universal Special Edition double dvd set includes the following bonuses: 

On Disc One: 

1. An audio commentary by Associate Producer Herbert Coleman and Restorers 

Robert Harris and James Katz is too fawning at times, but does contain insider 

information illuminating casting  and production decisions, as well as censorship 

meddling. It’s significant Hitchcock’s prime choice for lead actress became 

pregnant. Kim Novak wound up as a replacement. 

2. A second audio commentary, by director William Friedkin, highlights  

influences VERTIGO has had on film history and viewers. He also constantly 

parallels Hitchcock’s life and this movie’s plot. 

3. THE VERTIGO ARCHIVES are chock full of useful background production and 

cast information, regrettably proceeding to screen at a rate far faster than  

reading eye can sustain. This section is also intolerably lengthy. Too much of a 

good thing is no longer good. Even at a ridiculously rapid speed, archives 

material seems to run for more than an hour. 

4. Production Notes encore their appearance in THE VERTIGO ARCHIVES. 

However, at a more reasonable four-minute runtime they are vastly more 

welcome. 

5. Original VERTIGO trailer: 2½ minutes 

6. Restoration VERTIGO trailer: 1½ minutes 

On Disc Two: 

7. OBSESSED WITH VERTIGO: New Life for Hitchcock’s Masterpiece    

United States   1997   Director: Harrison Engle   29 minutes   This feature is quite 

technical and best appreciated by viewers seeking detailed comparisons and 

contrasts of original and restored versions of the film. 

8. PARTNERS IN CRIME: HITCHCOCK’S COLLABORATORS   2008   55 minutes 

With four segments, each devoted to one member of Hitchcock’s production 

team (Bernard Herrmann, Edith Head, title designer Saul Bass, wife Alma 

Hitchcock), this feature isolates individual contributions to his overall body of 



work and also specifically to VERTIGO. Recommended grounding for those 

interested in technicians responsible for fine tuning Hitchcock films. 

9. Hitchcock / Truffaut Interview excerpts   14 minutes   1962   With 

conversation alternating between French questions, translations, and English 

answers, this is a tedious affair without notable insights or revelations. Try 

reading instead the HITCHCOCK book by Truffaut in translation. 

10. Alfred Hitchcock Presents: “The Case of Mr. Pelham”   United States   1953 

25 minutes   This black-and-white television mystery drama tinged with 

supernatural background stars Tom Ewell, a most uninvolving performer. 

Directed by Alfred Hitchcock, it’s suitable screening for any age willing to 

explore a theme of paranoia. Copyright 1953 by Shamley Productions, Inc. and 

recommended only to Hitchcock idolizers. 

    

 

 


